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ABSTRACT
Title of Thesis: Creating Better Musicians Through Musicality: A Guide to Building an
Instructional Unit
Shelby Leo, Master of Music Education, 2022
Thesis Directed by: Dr. Ryan Curtis, Professor of Music

This project provides an in depth focus on how to strengthen an ensemble's approach to
musicality through lesson plans, assessments, and activities. The primary focus group of this
project is high school aged performance based classes including band and choir. The aim of the
project is to provide a music educator with a detailed curriculum to teach musicality that is
adjustable to any size ensemble and any score. Furthermore, this project is not a study but
instead an explanation to the approach of developing the curriculum unit. The project consists of
a four unit curriculum with two to three lessons per unit and one performance assessment per
unit. Each unit is significant to the development of musicality but builds on previous units and
units to come. No unit is more significant than the other and may be taught in any order.

Keywords: musicality, band lessons, lesson planning, music education
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Introduction
Music teachers are often tasked with juggling such things in their performance-based
classes involving standards, technique, tone quality, balance and blend, and many others.
Musicality is a term that can arguably be defined as a way to convey or express a certain thought
within a musical performance. A musical performance can be defined by Foss et al. (2020) as a
“step in the musical process during which musical ideas are realized and transmitted to a
listener” (para 1). Developing musicality is a certain state that is explored within learning about
music and performing it. However, where does musicality fit into the lesson? How do teachers
develop musicality within the students? Why is musicality a struggle in developing school
programs? Does cultural or historically significant music affect the musical interpretation? As
stated by Schiavio, et al. (2020), “Ensemble skills like empathy, affectivity, and listening, are
certainly not only acquired within a group. While learning music together may help them to be
optimized collectively, the influence from a broader cultural and historical environment is also
present” (p. 3).
When discussing the meaning of musicality, it cannot be assumed that it is directly talent
based. Musicality is more in depth and sensitive to the creation of music within a performance.
For instance, percussionists must listen and apply good musicality to their instruments even
though snare parts are rhythmic and without pitch variation. David Ratliff (2017) states, “A
snare drum can be an incredibly musical instrument when played properly, but it can sound like a
machine gun when played unmusically” (p. 20). Musicality teaches students to listen to one
another as well as themselves within the ensemble to create the most aesthetically pleasing sound
to both the audience and the performer. Oftentimes, non-musicians see the main performance
but not the work put into it. The performance can be an emotional experience for the audience
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but is a deeper experience for the performer. “Musicians spend much of their rehearsal time
attempting to achieve a musical and expressive performance. Music students, teachers, and
performers have agreed that expressivity may be the most important and appreciated aspect of a
performer’s skills” (Geringer & Sasanfar, 2013, para. 3). Musicality plays a huge role in
achieving that emotional experience for both parties. Developing the skills to achieve the
optimal experience comes from training required to read and play music, thus developing a sense
of musicality.
Consider reading a piece of music with an ensemble for the first time. What is the main
focus at that point? Does the ensemble focus on notes first, rhythms, second, and other symbols
third? Does the instructor know which to focus on first? Typically, there is not a lot of time to
pay attention to the majority of aspects that make up musicality when sight reading a piece of
music. For example, music groups often attend festivals in which they are rated on their
performance in the sight-reading room. With this, directors are battling student nerves, personal
nerves, time restraints, and no knowledge of the piece in hand. A good approach to sight-reading
should include the different elements; rhythms, notes, signatures, signs/symbols, articulation, etc.
Most high school ensembles participate in their district or state contests in which they receive a
rating on a performance, including sight-reading. While these ensembles may be playing the
prepared music very accurately, their musicality scores can still be low. David Ratliff (2017)
states, “Dynamics and dynamic contrast are especially important in sightreading; students are
guaranteed to score higher if they sightread musically, even if they miss a few pitches or
rhythms” (p. 23).
Surprisingly, the answer might just be in the method being taught to these young
performers. This project is meant to be a guide to help develop an ensemble's understanding of
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musicality and presumably inform music directors on how to build a proper structure for lesson
planning. This project will examine different ways to approach musicality when working with a
specific musical score but will be adjustable to any score and any ensemble. The goal is to make
musicality a focal point in every rehearsal while making it seem like a natural progression of the
student’s and ensemble’s playing ability. If musicality can be directly defined and taught
appropriately, students will begin to understand musicality and the importance of every member
in an ensemble.
The aim of this project will be to create a curriculum unit for high school musical
performing groups developing the student's individual musicality through detailed lesson
planning. The research will lend an answer to why musicality is not a strong front within
performing ensembles and how lesson plans can be created to help solve some of the issues that
directors face while teaching musicality.

Literature Review
Before defining the research of musicality, defining the term music education is
imperative to understanding how musicality relates to music education. Defining music
education can be simple and deliver an overview of the concepts within, while also providing an
understanding of musical knowledge and how to develop it is a significant task. Abeles et. al.
(1995) defines the role of education as “providing the basic knowledge and competencies to live
in society” (p. 113). Simply, music education can be defined as acquiring the basic knowledge
and musical concepts through musical engagement. Daughtery (1996) states, “Music is a
domain of human activity accessible, achievable and applicable to all. Moreover, the primary
values of music as an end in itself, i.e., self-growth, self-knowledge, and enjoyment, coincide
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with and overlap values beneficial to individuals and societies. Teaching music is a means of
enculturation” (para. 3). But what is musical engagement? Some might say it is the act of
performing music on a specific instrument or voice part, while others would argue it is simply
having music involved in a person’s daily routine, i.e., radio or television.
Music education is an important part of a young student's development through their
educational period. Abeles et al. (1995) states, “music exists in the schools to achieve goals
beyond the learning of music” (p. 86). Curriculum is the lesson structure for a child’s education.
Providing cross curricular opportunities through music has heightened the nonmusical values of
music in schools, thus supporting the individual student’s development.
Communication about such matters between music and other teachers would help to
make music a more vital force in the curriculum. The matter of nonmusical values,
however, usually centers on the benefits to individual students. Often the claims for the
nonmusical values of music seem to say that just being in music classes or groups
produces certain benefits, that something from music class transfers to another area of the
curriculum or life (Abeles et al, 1995, p. 87)
Although music education may appear to support a child’s learning in other curricula, the ability
to teach to the individual student, or ensemble, is significant to the individual's overall
development.
Not only does music allow for the student to become an individual and explore their own
creation, it helps develop certain life skills pertaining to determination, responsibility, and selfesteem. “The general teacher education literature suggests that preservice teachers develop
through a process of professional socialization and that during this time they grow in confidence
and begin to conceive of themselves as teachers” (Conway et al, 2010, p. 261). In terms of a
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music education student, music has served a purpose to access a student’s professional side, thus
building their self-esteem within the music culture. However, self-esteem is not the only
individual skill developed. Responsibility, determination, perception, work ethic, and many
other life skills are also developing within music education. Daughtery explains why music
should be taught in schools and what support it has for the development of certain life skills, i.e.,
self-growth and self-knowledge.
The practice of music(s), according to Elliott, is inherently valuable. It entails unique
cognitive challenges and thought processes unavailable in any other way, even through
other arts. Development of the autonomous, cognitive realm operative in music making
results in a form of intelligence that issues self-growth and self-knowledge. (Daughtery,
1996, para. 3).
When developing these skills within the classroom, there must be a logical way to develop their
skills in musicality as well. “I began to understand that there was a better, more logical way to
approach music instruction for these young students based on the way that they developed
musically” (Strong, 2018, para. 4). There are possible ways to develop both musical skills and
personal skills in the music classroom.
Has teaching musicality caused an issue in learning concepts in music education? Have
music teachers lost the ability to teach the concept of musicality? “The most difficult concept for
students to learn is playing musically” (Riposo, 2018, p. 27). This is an issue in all school
settings but even more so in a small school with limited resources or a one-size-fits-all teacher.
Riposo (2018) also summarizes that practice skills are a huge aspect to delivering a musical
experience and developing musicality. “When it comes to playing musically, the objectives
students should practice are learning to shape phrases, developing forward motion in the musical
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line, and playing with energy” (Riposo, 2018, p. 27). These are skills all students and directors
alike should be working to develop within the ensemble and outside the rehearsal setting.
Shaping a phrase allows for a musical line to move from one note to another in a fluid
connection, much like speaking a sentence with natural pauses and breaks for punctuation.
Creating a forward motion is connecting the notes with a climax in mind within each phrase. For
instance, with broken chords in a progression, one of the notes would be a connection to the next
chord. These would indicate peaks of the musical line. Driving the sound aesthetically towards
those peaks creates the forward motion. Energy is not an easy thing to develop; in fact, it is
difficult to define in terms of music. To play with energy is not just feeling excitement from the
song because of its style or articulation; it is producing a sound with intensity in every note from
the beginning to the end, whether the note is short or long.
Evaluating students at every rehearsal is a great measure of musicality and what needs to
be developed between those three defining musical skills. What is the connection between
musicality and developing musical skills? Music teachers every day have a concept of what
musicality is and what musical skills need developing within their ensemble, but do they connect
the two by definition and application? First, what exactly does it mean to play musically? State
contests and festivals often mark down on musicality for different reasons. These reasons could
be based on musical ability or talent, musical knowledge and interpretation, or as an overall
assessment of a specific performance. In Missouri, schools affiliated with the Missouri High
School Activities Association attend a music festival in which a performing group is evaluated
on the performance. (See Figure 1.)
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Figure 1: Adjudication Form

Brandstrom (1999) developed a study on music teachers’ everyday conceptions of
musicality. This study was to define what musicality is in a scientific context. The main focus
of his study was to describe how teachers use the term “musicality” in their settings and what it
really means to them. According to Brandstrom (1999), there are two different views on
musicality: absolute view and relativistic view. An absolute view on musicality involves musical
achievement, something that is measurable, can be reproduced, it is innate, and only music
chosen by some. “This concept is based on the idea that musicality is biologically inherited and
reserved for a minority of individuals” (Brandstrom, 1999, p. 23). A relativistic view on
musicality involves a musical experience, is not measurable, invokes creativity, is acquired over
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time, and for everyone. Musicality cannot be defined by one specific notion that it is measurable
or is creative. Musicality is a performance skill that is acquired through education and presented
with means to provide both experience and achievement.
Musical performance is a great test to the skills developed in a rehearsal, but a rehearsal
can be a performance as well. Music is often taught as a performance-based class in public
schools, but musicality should not only be achieved at the performance. Popejoy (2017), director
of bands at the University of North Dakota, stated “We teach music through performance. That
performance is not just on the concert hall stage or at a festival; it is also in our rehearsal room”
(p. 39). We often treat our rehearsals as a mechanical setting, performing the task everyday just
as a technical working machine, but creating music is much more than a well-oiled machine at
work. It is a craft that produces a new art piece every time an instrument is played. This means
musicality should be a focus at every rehearsal and not just before a performance. “Bands and
orchestras spend much more time in rehearsal than in performance, and waiting until right before
a concert to focus on musicality will not produce good results” (Popejoy, 2017, p. 12). This
being said, why have music teachers placed musicality behind other aspects of music education
rather than implementing these skills in every rehearsal? Is it a lack of trying or the
misunderstanding that students already know what musicality is and how to practice it?
Teachers need to practice their craft just as much, if not more than the students do. “Conducting
basic beat patterns and trying to stay out of the way will not lead to musical playing” (Popejoy,
2017, p. 13).
Conducting and knowing a musical score could inevitably be a precursor to poor
musicality in an ensemble if not studied thoroughly. A director's position as conductor can help
create and develop musicality. Transitions, for instance, are a pivot point in any song. “Good
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ensembles play all the main melodic parts well, however great ensembles pay attention to the
transitions” (Popejoy, 2017, p. 14). As a director, the teacher must teach the transitions and
display what they are wanting through their conducting styles.
Before a score study can be performed, an ensemble would need music to work with.
Selecting music that is appropriate for the ensemble while leaving room for growth and
development is very important. “Educators often choose the repertoire their students will
perform, and selecting repertoire could be as simple as the teacher following their inclinations to
plan out their school year” (Cayari, 2021, p. 41). Some teachers take different approaches to
selecting music for their specific ensemble type and that approach should vary from ensemble to
ensemble based on the level of the students, the instrumentation of the ensemble, the age and
maturity level of the group, and the audience that will be presented with the performance.
Apfelstadt (2000) discussed her principles of selecting music and works from 3 ideas; “Select
music of good quality… select music that is teachable… select music that is appropriate to the
context” (p. 20). Once music has been selected for instruction, the process of score study can
begin.
So, what is the benefit of score study? Score study is a developing skill that hits many of
the national standards. When planning a curriculum unit, standards are vital to lesson planning
and development. According to Tim Oliver (2006), nine different standards, which have recently
been updated, can be achieved through score study. His main standards include singing,
performing on instruments, improvisation, composing and arranging, reading and notating,
listening, analyzing, and describing, evaluating, music and other disciplines, and history and
culture. These standards, while not the most recent, are still valid in curriculum development
and are guidelines to how a musical classroom should be progression. “To plan effective
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rehearsals and meaningful performances, band directors must engage in thorough score study
and carefully construct standards-based lesson plans.” (Oliver, 2006, p. 47).
When referring to the newly updated standards, score study is essential to preparing for
rehearsal. Wacker states, “preparing a score can be thought of as a three-part system: marking
for analysis, interpretation, and marking for rehearsal” (2016, p. 34). This three-part system
directly reflects aspects of the new National Core Arts Standards, which can be referenced in
Figure 2. With a performing ensemble, score study is an important part of lesson planning.
Educators must align their lessons with the National and State standards, which Missouri has
now consolidated into one working document, reflecting the national standards as the state
standards. Not only is the score study process important for the teacher to lesson plan, but it is
also important for the students to score study as it is within the construct of the National Core
Arts Standards.
Figure 2: National Core Arts Standards
National Core Arts Standards
Standard 1

Creating

•

Generate and conceptualize artistic ideas and
work.
• Organize and develop artistic ideas and work.
• Refine and complete artistic work.
Standard 2
Performing
•

Select, analyze, and interpret artistic work for
presentation.
• Develop and refine artistic techniques and work
for presentation.
• Convey meaning through the presentation of
artistic work.
Standard 3
Responding
•
•

Perceive and analyze artistic work.
Interpret intent and meaning in artistic work.
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•

Apply criteria to evaluate artistic work.

Standard 4
•
•

Connecting

Synthesize and relate knowledge and personal
experiences to make art.
Relate artistic ideas and works with societal,
cultural and historical context to deepen
understanding.

While these standards listed above can be considered different lessons or steps to score
study, elements of multiple standards can be met within a single lesson. Scores are basically a
blueprint for standards; a director just needs to comb through them to find what aspects work in
defining a specific skill or set of skills. Fuchs (2007) developed a stepwise approach to studying
scores. Step 1 is considered a general overview, in which he states, “check the instrumentation
to make sure the necessary players are available, especially percussion… Although this seems
simple, I always make notes of the various tempi in a work. Then I look at the overall dynamic
structure” (p. 25). Step 2 is a detailed analysis in which a read through of the entire score is
essential for determining whether an ensemble can perform this piece with challenges to allow
educational growth. In the analysis, time is spent looking for key center(s), chord analysis,
phrases, scales, technical difficulties, extreme ranges, precision, complex rhythms, and repeats
and formal structure. This leaves the director with a detailed understanding of the work and
what is involved with rehearsing. Step 3 is more about score details such as specific sounds,
mutes, percussion, solos, specific dynamic markings, tempo changes and alterations, and
terminology. “At this point, you [the director] should feel confident enough to walk into the
rehearsal room with a strong knowledge of the piece” (Fuchs, 2007, p. 28). Step 4 is identifying
problems. These problems could include balance issues, phrases, unison lines and blend, strata,
fingerings, and intonation. For a lesson plan within the curriculum unit, this would be a great
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step to break down fundamentals and bring musicality back into understanding the score. Step 5
is specific to conducting difficulties, like tempo changes, style changes, etc. (Fuchs, 2007). At
this point, the director should be able to take a recently rehearsed piece from the developing
stage to a musical performance ready piece by providing skills and concepts to the performers to
make the piece demonstrate significant musicality.

Research Methodology
The depth of the project will be to incorporate a collection of lesson plans surrounding a
specific score (but adjustable to any score) with lessons and assessments to monitor the student's
progress. Human subjects will not be used for this project but the idea that students are the main
focus will be kept in consideration.
The primary focus on research for this project will be based on a mixed method approach
of research and study, including qualitative research and quantitative research. Within these
methods of research, a relation to formalism, semiotics, and reader-response/reception theory
will be considered because of their support to educational developments, the use of musical
notation through symbols and signs, and the interpretation of the lesson through the students’
perspective. This approach to research will aid in providing adequate data to support the need to
structure a stronger curriculum focusing on the development of musicality within a performing
ensemble.
The data subjects used to support the need of musicality enhancements include a variety
of peer-reviewed and scholarly periodicals, articles, and method books. These subjects were
consulted to determine the need to develop musicality, what defines musicality, and how lesson
plans should be created to provide the best outcome from score study and analysis. Along with
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these sources, a variety of documents will be created to support the findings. These documents
will include a full curriculum defining the different aspects of musicality needed for an ensemble
to be most successful. The lessons are based on a preconceived notion that musical score study
is a concept the director understands. The director will use these lessons to enhance student
understanding of what they are performing and how the parts work in cohorts with the rest of the
ensemble. The lessons provide a variety of assessments and activities that will engage the
students and provide evidence of learning throughout the unit.
Within this project are guides to create lessons that include a bundle of concepts,
activities and exercises, terminology, variables, and outside resources. I created these documents
from reviewing the National Core Arts Standards and applying them to individual concepts to aid
in a developing ensembles musicality. Not only do these documents explain what the concept is
but also goes into detail on ways to teach the concepts to the students. Once understanding the
concepts, the director can then develop their specific lesson plans for the ensemble of focus.

Results
As music directors, we all want to give a concert performance that demonstrates the
students' hard work and dedication while pleasing the audience on an emotional and professional
level. Piecing together the concepts learned through hours of rehearsals and lessons and
transforming it into a dynamic performance that keeps the audience engaged emotionally while
still inspiring the students to continue learning starts with a strong foundation in the music
classroom. Part of this foundation is the teacher’s requirement to plan and prepare for this
performance.
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The first part of preparing is selecting music for the specific ensemble. When selecting
music, certain things prove important. Are the skills attainable and is the instrumentation
appropriate for the ensemble? As a once young director, I did not start with this concept and
found my ensemble struggled with music that was too difficult for the rhythmic knowledge and
did not fit the criteria for a small school instrumentation. Does the piece in question fit into a
balanced musical style? A concert should not contain music of the same style but consist of
varying styles to keep the audience captivated by the student’s ability to perform different things.
To appropriately select music, I have created a checklist that is based on the ensemble that would
be performing the piece. As an educator, I always want the music to be appropriate for the
students and provide plenty of teachable moments so that the students remain engaged. Good
quality music can be subjective but should include a good structural balance, balance of tension
and release, and provide an ensemble sense of anticipation and surprise. Not only is this
checklist a tool for educators to select music for their performing ensembles, it allows aligns with
the aspects of the National Core Arts Standards. Please refer to Figure 3 as a checklist to ensure
the best piece for the ensemble, programming, and lesson planning.
Figure 3: Selecting Music for Ensemble Success – Checklist
Good Quality
•

Balance of tension and release

•

Structural symmetry and asymmetry

•

Anticipation and surprise

Teachable
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•

Musical elements
▫ Duration
▫ Pitch
▫ Form
▫ Dynamics
▫ Texture

•

Technical Skills
▫ Musical Effect
▫ Timbre
▫ Vocalism/Instrumentalism
Multicultural experiences
▫ Cultural history
▫ Relevance

•

Context & Appropriate
•

Demographics

•

Cultural Context

•

Range

•

Difficulty Level

•

Programming Considerations

Instrumentation
•

Do you have the people to cover essential parts

•

Can arrangements be made to the music that are
achievable with the current ensemble
▫ Alto sax playing French horn parts
▫ Alto singers performing tenor/baritone parts
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Next, examining the scores carefully for things such as key signature, tempo, length,
culture, historical period, genre, and difficulty all lend hand to teachable moments. The music
selected should introduce or reinforce musical elements; again, aligning with the National Core
Arts Standards. These musical elements are what lead directly to the connection students have
with the audience, obtaining and building on musicality. Will the student benefit from this score,
does it lead to musical independence, will there be opportunity for expression?
Once the scores are selected, the director can develop the lesson plans needed to develop
the skills that enhance musicality. A brief concept of the unit for any piece of music should
include elements that can be developed over time while still building upon one another. A
concept, in this case, should refer to a specific element to be discussed and assessed through the
lessons. This brief concept can be formatted in the form of a curriculum map that lays out a
timeframe for instruction (refer to Figure 4) with essential questions to be answered by the end of
the lesson, the content to be covered, and the type of assessment to be used at the end of the
lesson.
Figure 4: Curriculum Map
Timeframe
2-4 weeks

2-4 weeks

2-4 weeks

Essential Questions
What is timbre and how
do instruments vary from
one another?
What is music and how
does it differ from
sound?
Why does pitch vary?
How can articulation
create a stylistic
variation?
What is rhythm and
melody?
How is rhythm different
from beat?

Content
Tone quality,
balance, and blend

Assessment
Performance assessment
Self-Reflection

Intonation, pitch
accuracy, and
articulation

Performance assessment
Self-Reflection

Tempo consistency,
rhythmic proficiency,
and dynamic contrast

Performance assessment
Self-Reflection
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2-4 weeks

Why is music split into
notes and measures?
What preparation is
needed for a musical
performance?
How does a musical
performance create an
emotional reaction?

Musical phrasing,
style, expression, and
musicality

Performance assessment
Self-Reflection

After a brief concept has been constructed, the lesson planning can begin. Lessons are
in-depth, detailed instructions to how things are to be taught over the course of a specific time
period. Lessons combine to create a larger subject called a unit. When creating lessons and
units, I find it easier to start with the big picture and then decide the course of action to make that
unit happen. There are many ways to organize these for optimal viewing pleasure. Things to be
included in a unit plan are the course that is to be instructed, the duration of the class, an
overview of the unit, and standards that are to be taught. Although not required, it is good to
provide cross-curricular connections to show administration willingness to collaborate with other
colleagues.
The unit plan should be able to be understood by anyone. This is an overall view of the
content being taught over a longer period of time. The unit plan should include learning
activities, all the lessons that are being taught, assessments that will be used to document student
progress and growth, and ways to differentiate instruction based on the students within the class.
This can be split into 3 sections breaking down the demographics and title of the unit, the
learning activities and lessons, and the assessment plan with reflection. The template for this
unit plan of instruction can be found in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Unit of Instruction Plan

Section I.
Unit Author
Name
Grade Level
School Name
Subject/Course
Time Frame
Unit Overview
Unit Title
Unit Summary: In 3-5 sentences, briefly describe the topics, skills, key activities, and
student products.

Targeted Content Standards: (Include the complete standard.)

Cross-curricular connections: (In 3-5 sentences, briefly describe how this lesson can
be linked with other curricular areas, what evidence is supported in the content of the lesson
to show planning has taken place to ensure learning is supported across the content areas.)
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Section II.
Learning Activities
Pre-assessment and Student Goal Setting (Before unit instruction begins.)

Essential Questions/DOK/Blooms

All unit lessons must be included. Duplicate chart as needed. Attach a blank
copy of assessments/scoring guides.
Lesson
Objective/
Standard
Code
Lesson
#_____

Lesson
#_____

Lesson
#_____

Guiding
Question(s)

Skills/
Concepts
Taught

Activities/
Rehearsal
Numbers

Resources/
Technology
(Titles and/or
Links)

Formative
Assessment
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Section III.
Summative Assessment: Enter assessments that assess students’ understanding and
skills, encourage self-reflection about learning, and gauge student needs for future instruction.
Provide at least one example of proficient student work.

Differentiated Instruction: (Complete all boxes.)
Special Needs Students

ELL

Gifted/Talented

Remediation

Technology (Place an “x” next to all equipment needed.)
Smartboard
Clickers
Computer(s)
Projection System
Camera
Scanner
Video Conferencing Equip
Document Camera
__ Handheld devices
Unit Reflection Summary

DVD Player
Video Camera
Television
Calculators

To complete a unit plan, one must first know the demographics of the group. An
example of this is shown in Figure 6, Section 1. The class demographics are presented for the
teacher, a potential substitute, as well as administration to easily know what class is being taught
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and any pertinent information regarding scheduling times, number of students, etc. This
information is required to proceed with lesson structure, as the number of students and grade
level would determine the materials needed for the lesson.
Once section one is completed, the learning activities can be selected. These activities
are the focal point of the lesson. The activities ensure learning is occurring, while also providing
room for assessment opportunities and future lessons. In the unit plan, section 2 (as seen in
Figure 5) would display the types of lessons that will be taught throughout the overall unit.
These lessons should provide guiding questions that are to be answered throughout the lesson
and are evaluated at the end of the unit.
The final part of developing the overall unit plan is creating the assessment procedures.
This is listed as Section 3 of the Unit plan (Figure 5). Assessment is essential to the success of a
lesson or unit. Before moving into a new unit, it is important to see the students' understanding
of the material learned. Music is a constantly developing concept, each lesson developing upon
the last. This is not to say that the lessons cannot be taught in a different order but are relevant to
each other consistently. Within Section 3 of the developing unit plan, there is an explanation of
the various opportunities for differentiated instruction as well as any technology that can be used
throughout the unit. This is provided to plan for the future lessons, prepare for students of
different learning needs, and an overall summative assessment.
When working to develop musicality, the main focus of this project, lessons should
include the many concepts directors are consistently developing with their ensembles but also
some things directors often overlook. Directors are not always able to center their focus on
every element of musicality without a formal plan. These plans are not one all be all, but are
created in a way to build on the previous concept while still using skills that are not yet discussed
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in depth until a future lesson. Most high school ensembles have varying levels of experience
within their groups. These plans are meant to reach all levels of experience, both teaching new
concepts specific to the piece of music being rehearsed and touching on concepts students often
think of as second nature but maybe not a main focus. Concepts are the main ideas to be taught
within a lesson or unit. These ideas, or concepts, are later evaluated to assess overall learning.
The concepts are split into four separate units with three or four lessons within each unit. The
first unit concepts are tone quality, balance, and blend. An example of an overall unit can be
found in Figure 6.
Figure 6: Unit 1 Example

Section I.
Unit Author
Name

Shelby Leo

Grade Level

High School grades 9-12

School Name

M****** H*******

Subject/Course

High School Band

Time Frame

Daily, 9:55-10:45am

Unit Overview
Unit Title
Tone quality, balance, and blend
Unit Summary: In 3-5 sentences, briefly describe the topics, skills, key activities, and
student products.
This unit is meant to develop the students' understanding of proper tone quality for their specific
instrument using the proper techniques including air support, mouthpiece placement, posture, etc.
Balance will incorporate scientific and mathematical exploration of the weight of sound.
The students will develop a sense of unification through blending within the ensemble and their like
sections, developing their ear training and collaboration skills.

Targeted Content Standards: (Include the complete standard.)
Use the national, state, and content standards for your specific needs
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Cross-curricular connections: (In 3-5 sentences, briefly describe how this unit can be
linked with other curricular areas, what evidence is supported in the content of the lesson to
show planning has taken place to ensure learning is supported across the content areas.)
This unit will incorporate science and math. We will demonstrate the weight of each section and how it
contributes to the overall sound of the ensemble. Students will be able to focus on the volume to create
a unified sound, recognizing the number of instruments in a section and how that can affect the overall
balance and blend. The concept is to not be able to pick out individual players but know that all players
are doing their part.

Section II.
Learning Activities
Pre-assessment and Student Goal Setting (Before unit instruction begins.)
Students will set a personal goal and an ensemble goal for each rehearsal. This goal would develop
every rehearsal and focus on the specific lesson at hand. Using the warm-ups, students will make a
personal connection to what needs to be developed within the rehearsal as a pre-assessment to their
self-reflection.

Essential Questions/DOK/Blooms
What is timbre and how do instruments vary from one another?
What is music and how does it differ from sound?

All unit lessons must be included. Duplicate chart as needed. Attach a blank
copy of assessments/scoring guides.
Lesson
Objective/
Standard
Code
Lesson
#__1__
Tone
Quality

Guiding
Question(s)

What is my
instrument
supposed to
sound like?

Skills/
Concepts
Taught
-Air support
-Posture
-Mouthpiece
placement
-Use of vibrato

Activities/
Rehearsal
Numbers

Select specific
measures within the
musical repertoire
that focus on this
exact concept

Formative
Assessment

Self-Reflection
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Lesson
#__2__
Balance

How does the
ensemble put
weight within
each section?

-Pyramid of
balance
-Individual
dynamics

Lesson
#__3__
Blend

How do the
individual parts
of the ensemble
create one
cohesive
sound?

-Individual
dynamics
-Sectional
dynamics
-Instrument
angle/projection of
sound

Select specific
measures within the
musical repertoire
that focus on this
exact concept

Select specific
measures within the
musical repertoire
that focus on this
exact concept

Self-Reflection

Performance
Assessment

Section III.
Summative Assessment: Enter assessments that assess students’ understanding and
skills, encourage self-reflection about learning, and gauge student needs for future instruction.
Provide at least one example of proficient student work.

The students reflected on their personal experience throughout the lesson and will
perform a playing assessment at the close of the unit.

Differentiated Instruction: (Complete all boxes.)
Special Needs Students

ELL

Gifted/Talented

Remediation

Technology (Place an “x” next to all equipment needed.)
Smartboard
Clickers
Computer(s)
Projection System
Camera
Scanner
Video Conferencing Equip
Document Camera

DVD Player
Video Camera
Television
Calculators
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__ Handheld devices
Unit Reflection Summary

Lesson plans are written in a way that any teacher that is coming into the class should be
able to understand what is being taught and how it is being taught. For performing music
groups, each lesson plan is unique to that specific ensemble and for that specific song. The
following table is a lesson plan template that could be used to align with the unit plan but is
adjustable to any group and any song. It would be used to line up the concepts discussed in the
unit but go more in depth on how to convey the concepts to the class. Again, concepts are the
elements within the lesson that are instructed then evaluated. Figure 7 is a template to create
lesson plans accordingly.
Figure 7: Lesson Plan Template

Ensemble Lesson Plan
Objectives:
Grade/Course:

Date:

Time Frame:

Objective: Students will be able to _______________________________ by
_________________________________________________________________.
State Standard(s):
National Standard(s):
__ 1. Singing/playing alone & with others
__ 2. Performing

__ 6. Listen & Analyze
__ 7. Evaluate
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__ 3. Improvise melodies
__ 4. Compose & Arrange
__ 5. Read & Notate Music

__ 8. Understanding relationship between the arts
__ 9. Understanding relationship within history & culture

GOAL
Factual Knowledge:

Procedural Knowledge:

Conceptual Knowledge:

By the end of the lesson, the
students will…

By the end of the lesson,
students will be able to…

By the end of the lesson,
students will understand...

MATERIALS
Title/Composer:
Title/Composer:
Title/Composer:
Other:
INSTRUCTION
Warm-Ups:

Rehearsal:

Closing:
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ASSESSMENT
Formal Assessment:

Informal Assessment:

REFLECTION

Provided are a set of growth plans that include variables that are specific to the learning
and understanding of the concepts needed for developing an ensemble's musicality, as well as
terminology, activities and resources that can aid in teaching the concepts (Appendices 1-11).
These growth plans are the basic needs to create the lessons specific to any ensemble for any
piece of music.
The final piece to the curriculum unit and lesson plans is assessment. Assessment is how
the students will be evaluated on their progress throughout the course. Assessment can be
performed by either a self-reflection, class reflection, or a formal performance assessment.
Self-reflection and class reflection are important elements to developing a student's
personal determination and accountability within the ensemble. An example of self-reflection
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and class reflections can be referred to in Figure 8. These are informal evaluations to be
performed continuously throughout a unit.
Figure 8: Self-Reflection

The final assessment is informal but as a formal performance in front of an audience.
This assessment is not typically graded on the level of ability to achieve certain tasks but is
graded on the overall reaction of the student and the audience. However, formal assessments are
essential to mapping out the students' understanding of the concepts discussed in class. A rubric
is provided in Figure 9. As previously mentioned, each lesson is a development of the previous
one and of past skills learned throughout the students’ musical careers. Once in high school,
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ensembles should be taking these concepts, already learned, and focusing on them more in depth
to create an emotional experience for the audience and the performer alike, hence musicality.
The assessments used are a self-reflection piece for the student to answer after each rehearsal or
after a couple of rehearsals. This is creating a critical thinking piece in which the student now
becomes accountable for their part in the ensemble. The second assessment is a formal
performance assessment, focusing on the students’ individual ability to use the concepts taught
and apply to their personal instrument performance.
Figure 9: Performance Rubric
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Conclusion
Overall, I believe this project will help music teachers at the secondary level work
towards building stronger musicians in an area of great concern. Musicality is important to the
interpretation and emotional connection a performer has to a piece of music. This research and
curriculum unit may help young directors seeking guidance with their performing ensembles but
can also help seasoned musicians work on skills that have been lost and forgotten.
Students typically know what is expected of them but need guidance on how to achieve
those expectations. Most students could tell you that music is not just meant to be heard, but also
felt in a deep connection. I am sure my students would have their own interpretation of a piece
and I would like to explore that interpretation further with them, knowing they will receive a
greater appreciation for the work itself and be able to present that appreciation through their
performance to a captive audience.
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